tech tip cylinder technology

Cylinder technology
2-stroke motors enjoyed a rapid and widespread success due to
their basis simplicity, a lack of moving parts and their practicality
of use in small capacity motors. In the second half of the 20th
century almost all manufacturers were producing either 2-stroke
scooters or motor bikes.
How it works:
2-stroke means: 1 crankshaft rotation = 2 working strokes. The first stroke
begins with an upward movement of the piston from Bottom Dead Centre
(BDC). The transfer ports are closed, the burnt gases escape through the
exhaust port and are simultaneously replaced with a fresh charge of fuel
mixture and the final compression of the fuel charge begins. Underneath
the piston in the Pre-Combustion Chamber (PCC) meanwhile the crankshaft
has opened the fuel inlet beneath the carb. for the next charge of fresh
fuel gas mix to enter the motor. The now compressed gas above the piston
in the combustion chamber is ignited (Ignition Point) a few degrees before
the piston reaches TDC and begins to move its way back down the bore of
the cylinder. The crankshaft web shuts the fuel inlet and the fresh gases
beneath the piston are compressed due to the downward movement of
the piston. The exhaust port is opened and later, the transfer ports and the
replacement of the spent charge of fuel with a fresh charge begins anew.
The second working stroke ends when the piston has reached BDC and the
process restarts from the beginning.

Lateral flow flushing (deflector piston) Loop scavenging
(rounded piston crown)
Earlier 2-stroke cylinder designs relied on lateral flow flushing for replacement of the burnt fuel gases. The flow of incoming gases above the piston
was directed toward the top of the cylinder using the ‚deflector‘ profile on
the top of the piston. The simplest versions had the transfer port directly
opposite the exhaust port, other more refined versions had two transfer
ports and were not directly opposite the exhaust port, in an attempt to
improve the overall efficiency. The improvements though did not eliminate
the fundamental design failures such as a very heavy and clumsy piston and
inefficient gas flow properties. Help arrived in the form of the loop scavenging design being developed by Adolf Schnürle in 1934 which practically
revolutionised the development of the 2-stroke engine. The fresh incoming
charge of gas is directed upwards against the bore of the cylinder opposite
the exhaust port by the shape and angle of the transfer ports, their respective flows of gas then combine and rise to the combustion chamber, so
helping to force the burnt exhaust gases toward the exhaust port. This procedure effectively enables the fresh gas charge to ‚loop‘ backwards, hence
the name. This increased efficiency, with less fresh gas escaping through
the exhaust port before combustion and the higher volume that could be
combusted, replaced the deflector piston system almost overnight. In the
6T‘s an idea originally seen in Zündapp motors was included in the design
of the Vespa cylinders and a 3rd so called ‚boost‘ port was added opposite
the exhaust port to help accelerate and direct the gas flow loop process
described above. Over the years extra transfer ports and larger separated
boost ports have been added to optimise the process even further.

Operating mode 2-stroke motor
rings function as the seal between the pre-combustion area, below the
piston, and the compression/ combustion area, above the piston. Before
assembly the diameter of the piston rings is slightly larger than the diameter of the barrel, so making a tight fit between the piston and the bore of
the cylinder possible while in use travelling up and down the barrel. This
point of contact also enables excess heat to be transferred from the piston
to the cylinder, so helping the piston to remain at working temperature.
The grooves around of the top of the piston have pins added to prevent
the rings moving out of position and into the port openings on the cylinder
wall during use, breaking and causing damage to the motor. Piston rings
are usually made of cast iron and sometimes a ductile cast iron with nodu-

lar graphite added for extra durability. High end piston rings are produced
using steel, are much more expensive to manufacture and are very rarely
included in Vespa motors. To make the piston rings tougher and longer
lasting they are also sometimes chrome-plated on the outer edge in later
2-stroke motor designs. Piston rings are classified depending on their shape
in cross section. The 3 main shapes are the trapezium or wedge shaped, the
dykes section or ‚L‘ shaped and the most common, square shaped forms
and combinations of the particular designs. The square section design can
usually be mounted in any position, independent of the direction of travel, as opposed to wedged or L-section designs, where their manufacturers
specifications have to be followed during assembly of the complete piston unit. When new piston rings are mounted the distance between the
ends of the piston rings (piston ring free end gap) should be checked and
matched to the standard tolerances provided by the manufacturer of the
cylinder kit in use. To measure this gap effectively the rings are placed singly into the bore of the barrel and then correctly aligned using the edge
of the piston. Using a feeler gauge (PARTNo. 6082500) the exact distance
between the respective piston rings can be measured and compared to
the specifications of the piston/ cylinder supplied by the manufacturer.
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Pistons and piston rings
The deflector piston, the piston with the lightly rounded crown and flat
crowned pistons are the most common types of piston used in two-stroke
motors. Apart from the shape of the top, or crown, they all share the
same basic construction. During assembly, make sure the piston is positioned correctly with the arrow stamped into the
crown pointing towards the exhaust port in
the bore of the cylinder. The piston
Measuring piston ring free end gap
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Gudgeon pin and circlips
The gudgeon pin connects the small end of the con-rod with the piston,
using a pin roller bearing to reduce friction and so ensure the transfer of
power to the crankshaft and the rest of the motor. To reduce the overall
weight of the piston assembly the gudgeon pin is hollow and in some cases
also conically machined towards the ends. Earlier versions had to rely on a
bronze bush between the gudgeon pin and the con-rod but this has been
largely replaced by a more modern pin roller bearing. In order to secure
the gudgeon pin within the piston assembly circular clips are used at both
ends. These are known as piston circlips and are available in 4 main types:
Standard (omega) circlips, ‚C‘-shaped wire circlips, ‚G‘-shaped wire circlips
and ‚double G‘-shaped wire circlips.
Oversize piston and piston tolerances
When the bore of the cylinder or the piston are worn or damaged, you require an oversized piston. For example: The Vespa PX 200 OE PIAGGIO cast iron
cylinder has an internal bore diameter of 66.5mm. If the bore of the cylinder
is damaged it needs to be rebored. The diameter of the oversized piston is
added to the manufacturers piston clearance tolerance, so providing the exact diameter to be bored. To measure a pistons size accurately a micrometer
is positioned at the widest point of the piston, underneath the gudgeon pin,
and a measurement is made. Vernier slide gauges are not accurate enough
to be suitable for this task. Warning: PIAGGIO measures the pistons diameter
directly beneath the piston ring grooves and not beneath the gudgeon pin,
as is more usual. Please do not let yourself be confused by this and consult
your local Vespa mechanic or lathe operator for advice and help.
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Left: conical gudgeon pin, right: standard gudgeon pin

original gudgeon pin circlip

“C” gudgeon pin circlip

“G” pistion circlip

double “G” piston circlip

Aluminium cylinders are also exposed to wear or need honing due to
damage now and again. For this reason the pistons that belong in lined
aluminium cylinders are stamped with letters according to size, from A to
D, ‚A‘ being the standard original size and ‚B‘ to ‚D‘ the oversizes which
are normally 1/100mm larger than the original item for each level of oversize. In short, if the ‚A‘-size is in need of replacement order ‚B‘, if ‚B‘ needs
replacing order ‚C‘ and so on.

piston dimension by
manufacturer in mm

MALOSSI piston
for ally cylinder “A”

Piston speed
Alex, SIP answers:

Do I have to ‚run in‘
my new cylinder?

Your piston can achieve impressive speeds when travelling up and
down the bore of your cylinder, for example an average piston speed
of 20m/sec converts to 72 Km/h (45mph)!The piston, piston rings and
cylinder must therefore fit and suit each other exactly. In this case the
manufacturing tolerances are extremely minimalistic, the measurements are made in thousands of a centimetre. While you are running
your motor, in the various moving parts are rubbed against each
other, so creating an unique frictional surface between the respective
parts. The aim of the running in period is for the relevant engine parts
to integrate themselves and not for all contact surfaces to even each
other out through a process of polishing as is the commonly held misbelief surrounding new cylinder parts. The recommended running in
time is actually about 1 hour and not 1500km(1000mls) as some people mistakenly believe. The motor must be carefully and slowly brought
up to operating temperature and maximum revs should be avoided,
the performance can only be steadily increased during the first hour
but most important are differing engine speeds, at low engine revs.
Warning: It is essential to follow these rules when either the piston,
piston rings and especially the cylinder or bore have been renewed.

The stroke of the piston affects the maximum possible engine revolutions
that can be achieved per minute. The relevant measurement of this is
known as the average piston speed. Generally, a piston should not travel
faster than 20m/sec. The average piston speed is determined using the
following formula:
Cm = Average piston speed (m)
∗
H = Piston stroke (mm)
 =
∗
n = Engine speed (RPM)
 =. 


. 

The maximum rpm possible with an average piston speed of 20m/sec can
be determined using the following formula:

. 
  = . 
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Cylinders
There are two main types of cylinder constructed using either cast iron
or aluminium alloy. Cast iron cylinders offer excellent bore characteristics
such as toughness and their ability to continue running when damaged.
They can also be re-bored easily and honed to house oversize pistons.
They are not suited for running at high temperatures and are usually conceived to deliver higher levels of torque at lower revs. The big advantage
that aluminium cylinders have, is their ability to transfer greater amounts
of thermal energy or heat. Aluminium though, is not suitable for use on
the bore surface of the cylinder so usually the bore is lined with a harder
material, which enables them to be setup to produce more power at higher revs. The cylinders bore contains several transfer ports and an exhaust
port. Large exhaust ports are often bridged, to help the piston rings remain in place. More modern cylinders often have a boost port included
opposite the exhaust port, pointing towards the spark plug, that literally
boosts the flow of fresh gases entering the cylinder through the transfer
ports. Lateral flow cylinders have their only transfer port directly opposite
the exhaust port. If the bore of the cylinder is larger than the stroke of
the piston (e.g. MALOSSI 210cc: stroke 57mm, bore 68.5mm) it is known
as a short stroke motor or cylinder. The long stroke motor is setup with
the stroke larger than the bore and are not suited to high revving motors.
Port timings
While the pistons travels down the barrel from TDC to BDC it opens the exhaust port first and then the transfer ports are opened. Simultaneously the
crankshaft web opens the fuel inlet below the piston (disc valve motor). The
port timings are measured in the degrees of the rotation of the crankshaft.
The so called ‚blow-down timing‘ is important for an effective interaction
between the cylinder and expansion chamber exhaust system. The blowdown timing refers to the time, in degrees, between the exhaust port and
the transfer ports being opened by the downward movement of the
piston. Its function is to enable the greater part of the spent exhaust gases to leave the cylinder before the fresh charge of fuel
replaces it through the transfer and/or boost ports. While the
combusted gases are at a relatively high pressure (3-8 bar)
the fresh gases, underneath the piston, have quite a low
pressure (est. 0.3 bar). To enable the transfer of these gases to occur successfully the high pressure exhaust gases
need to first exit through the exhaust port. The higher
the revs required, the earlier this must happen. For this
you need more blow-down-timing although more, in
this case, is not automatically better. The shorter the effective working stroke of the piston, the less power can
be extracted from the expanding gases after ignition.
There are two effects working against each other. More
revs, at the same level of torque, should mean more power. ‚Should‘ being the operative word, due to the extra
revs eating away at the existing torque level, effectively
cancelling each other out. All this can be compensated for
though with the use of an effective return pulse of the exhaust
gases, produced by an expansion chamber exhaust system, which
leads to more performance.
A wider exhaust port (maximum 60-70% of the bore with no
bridging) leads to a faster release of exhaust gas pressure from the cylinder while helping keep the blow-down timing to a minimum. The quality
of the piston rings used is a deciding factor.
A problem that accompanies long inlet port timings is known as ‚blowback‘. The term describes what happens when fresh fuel escapes from the
motor through the carb due to the inlet port timing being too long. Fuel
economy suffers, the carb becomes difficult to set-up properly and performance in lower revs is lessened, shown by the coughing and spluttering
from the carb while accelerating and your scooter/jeans smelling of petrol.
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Port map of a 210cc MALOSSI cylinder
Measuring Port timing
The simplest method is to first use a degree disc (part no 830000) that
can be attached directly to the crankshaft. In our example 0° are at
TDC, the piston is situated in the 0° position. Turn the motor over until
the crown of the piston clears the upper edge of the exhaust port,
noting the degree marking on the disk (e.g. 95°). Keep turning until
the first transfer ports are visible (e.g. 120°) turn the motor again to
beyond TDC until the piston returns up the bore of the cylinder and
closes the transfer ports (e.g. 240°). Once again move the piston upwards noting the position on the degree disc where the exhaust port
closes (e.g. 275°).
Exhaust port
opens at 95° after TDC
closes at 275° after TDC
exhaust port timing is 180°
Transfer ports
opens at 120° after TDC
closes at 240° after TDC
transfer port timing is 120°
The difference equals in the blow down timing value:
(exhaust port timing – transfer port timing) /2 = blow down timing
value (180-120) /2 = 30°
These particular values have proved over time effective:
Exhaust port between 176° and 188°
Transfer port between 120° and 128°
Blow-down-timing between 28° and 32°
Conversion of disc degree timings into mm of stroke:
To be able to accurately modify the port timings of your transfer or exhaust ports it is important to be able to convert the desired degree port
timings into mm values. Regrettably the mathematics is quite complicated.
The length of the con rod and the distance that the piston actually travels
differs, therefore you cannot just divide 360° by 2 and than assume that
it is the mm value. The con rod acts as a kind of transmission, or gearing
ratio, especially at the middle point of travel of the piston. The closer the
piston gets to either TDC or BDC, the less effect this transmission process
has. The correct formula is a modified sinus/cosinus curve, modified because the con rod is only parallel to the travel of the piston while it is
at BDC or TDC, at all of the times, it is off-centre (desaxial) This also produces the phenomena that the piston at 90° after BDC or TDC has not
only travelled exactly the half of it stroke, but is already a little further.
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x= clearance of TDC (mm) h= stroke (mm) l = conrod length (mm) Alpha = angle before TDC (°) d =axially offset

There are numerous excel based converter formula available on the
internet, the use of a browser will speed the hunt a little. Alternatively, the
existing analogue method, using an ignition/port timing degree disc is very
reliable when correctly used. If in doubt, check it out and repeat the process a few times to make sure you have noted the port timings correctly.
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Exhaust port geometry
If you wish to change the shape of your exhaust port, first consider its
existing width and basic layout. The geometry of the port affects the durability and character of the motor. A widening of the port provides increased performance, but the piston rings have to be taken into consideration before too much material is removed to ensure they stay in place and
do not foul on the edge of the port window during use. If, on the other
hand, you wish to increase the height of the exhaust port and with it the
port timing, the effective working stroke of the piston will decrease. This
has a negative effect on performance in lower revs but increases it in the
upper end of the rev range. If the area of the exhaust port is increased laterally instead of vertically, the working stroke will not be shortened and
the potential loss of power in lower revs can be minimized. If the exhaust
port is widened too much at the same height the transfer ports have, a lot
of fresh fuel charge can be lost. This can only be effectively stopped with
the use of a suitable expansion chamber exhaust system, with its return
pulse preventing the fresh gases escaping.
The straighter upper edge of the exhaust port, the stronger (and so more
effective) the pulse of gases in the expansion chamber will be. This can be
exploited effectively with the use of a suitable exhaust system.
The usual 3 exhaust port shapes are:
Oval
(low revving motors, durable)
Square
(high revving motors, less durable)
Trapezium (compromise between oval and square, often the 		
better choice)

oval

square

trapezium

Performance graphs
Towards the end of every tuning project you should make an appointment with a suitable workshop for the exact measurement of the power
output characteristics of your motor. The measurement process is usually
begun in 3rd gear, acceleration to the end of the rev range. After this the
operator activates the clutch and lets the motor roll out, so enabling the
power losses caused by the gear box to be compensated for by the measurement device. In Germany the most widely spread power measurement
device is the ‚P4‘ produced by Amerschläger. Local workshops with suitable power measurement devices can be found by looking at our website
www.sip-scootershop.com in the ‚Dealer locator‘

